


The essence of  Tang Chao’s work is like ItaloCalvino’s 
suggestions on lightness in literature. For instance, he refines 
awhole script into one sentence: “The dilemma of being in a 
modern island, aparadise of self-exile.” And recently: “Several 
delightful dots covered of aseries of weak voices.”When you 
focus on the tone and rhythm of thesentence,  and express it 
though camera, youthen get the shaking focus, light and the 
scenes. The words are not the mostimportant content; they are 
sometimes softly whispered, stuttered, or eventopsy-turvy. Of 
course he occasionally uses pictures, performances, 
installationsor dramas for expression, sometimes even typing 
a few letters on the keyboard.Tang Chao is good at pause and 
press space, press and hold for a fewseconds            would be 
fine as well. Healways tries to release some illocutionary 
meaning in every blank space with astraightforward manner.

Tang Chao
< B.1990 >



Us, amid Nature and After Nature (2021) 
Single screen version, Color, Sound｜14’50’’



The work unfolds itself in a dynamic, poetic way. When staring 
at time, we see the sun rising with baby-cheek pink and then 
setting with golden glows. The clouds are polished with 
changing colors, and the mid-day white beams widen the 
horizon. If we focus our eyes on the trajectory of the sun 
reflected on the wavy water, we see the pupils of the fish 
swimming under the water. Etherealized as our vision 
becomes, history also starts to buoyant. Vertebrates evolve into 
homo sapien, followed by the shadows. We learn to embrace 
dark nights and distinguish between different shades of 
darkness. From time to time, we accelerate the exploitation 
and build our cities with bugs chirping in the background. 
There are whispers, and there are blood and deaths alongside 
that journey. We even start to virtualize our bodies in the world 
of computers. Are what we see all real? What would humans 
become in the future?  

The video keeps a rhythm of breaths, revealing no standard 
answers during intervals. It only sets stages, one after another, 
that connect dreams, present, past and future through sound 
and images. At the end of the journey, languages are given up. 
We walk in the forests and dance in the reflection of high-rise 
facades. All things follow their preset orders. All things obtain 
their identities accordingly, in the flow of time…

"Us, amid Nature and After 
Nature" is a thematic new 
commission artworks by Tang 
Chao for Glow Shenzhen - 
Futian, 2021. 

EXHIBITION VIEW



Five screen version 
Color, sound, 4K｜Duration varies

1#  Origin 
2#  City         

Us, amid Nature and 
After Nature（2021）

3#  Red Giant Star  
4#  Sun in Peru 
5#  Mochizuki Island



Shimmer  (2021) 
Single channel video | color, sound, 4K | duration varies



“Shimmer” manifests itself taking advantage of digital maps 
and public reviews net as its foundation, where the artist has 
flagged a number of virtual locations that bridge between 
reality and illusion. Guided by the keywords provided by Tang 
Chao, the viewers can therefore locate and virtually visit each 
location, as well as browsing through paintings and videos 
displayed on their corresponding homepage. By switching and 
shifting among different locations with the navigation mode 
on, the viewers are enabled to discover trivial things 
shimmering in corners of everyday life: from natural creations 
such as flowers, bees, and eagles flying across the Alps, to 
inventions and constructions of the human world such as car 
flow, neon lights, and religious sites... The works in this series 
collectively compose an illusive universe. 

This series includes 4 video works, 6 photographs and 9 
drawings on paper.

“Shimmer” is the second 
project at Vanguard Gallery’s 
“Nonphysical” program, 
aspiring to explore the 
possibilities of artistic 
concepts, ideas and forms in 
non-physical context. 

Double Leopard 
Watercolor, flock paper | 27 x 40cm



Shimmer-Door No.1 
Photograph | 54 x 40 cm

Shimmer-Fountain 
Photograph | 54 x 36 cm

(2021)



Black Pearl (2021) 

Single-Channel Video, 1080x1920, 
Color, sound, 12’53’’

Tang Chao edited pixelated video game clips into a historical 
montage that leaves some things unsaid. The image of fire 
appears constantly in the work. Fire was a landmark moment 
in the evolution of the human species, but it has also written 
an epitaph of mutual destruction; it is a symbol full of 
contradictions. A Contest Between Fire and Heart is a 
predestined part of the course of human history. The 
repeatability and immersive nature of video games mean that, 
as they are played, they become very good simulators of 
parallel narratives. In the game, players have countless 
opportunities to start over, but they often simply welcome a 
pre-determined ending. As the extraterrestrials in the video 
ask: Why are they (humans) always like this?  

Perhaps a comet will bring the answer. 



Whimper Song - Sapphire 
Water tank, Dropper, Miniature projection, UV Curable Resin  
Color, Silent, Loop 



He will complete the show over multiple division of his 
collaborators, in the area of painting, sound, performance, 
animation installation, among others. The drops of water from 
outside hit the projection while causing frame-by-frame pulse. 
The performance itself, however, is more driven by an internal 
force, which is like a montage generated when approaching 
one’s physical limit. Through the combination, these parts cast 
light upon each other, generating a transparent and imaginary 
journey.

"Whimper Song" is a theatre 
project of Tang Chao, 
commissioned by OCAT 
Shanghai.  

Whimper Song - Performance 
Full duration: 45’00’’ | Director editing version: 25’08’’ 



"Hidden in Tears" is a Tang Chao's personal project presented 
in the exhibition "Be In a Half of Maze" at CAA Art Museum, 
2019-2020, which includes a total of 10 video works. 
  

Hidden in Tears (2019)



Place the actors who dressed up as soldiers in a 40s to 80s 
album, trying to restore a self-entertainment caused by the 
environment, a natural darkroom, a life like a black-and-white 
photo album. When people of both eras met in different forms 
of landscapes and flying objects, we found that many things 
did not change.

Butterfly Darkroom (2019) 

Three-Channel Video in Synchrony 
B&W, Color, sound, 4k 
11’07’’

< Hidden in Tears >



< Hidden in Tears > Exhibition View



Scales are often used to describe insignificant things. 
Light passes through the cracks in the woods, and as we move, 
it keeps flashing. 
It can be understood that such flicker divides and converts a 
moving image into countless pieces. 
Then insert a still frame in the gaps of each fragment, there are 
flowers, horses, and snapshots of daily life. 
They are the scales of a person's growth, a type of residual or 
piecemeal. 
In the twinkling of an eye, time passes by... 
The reference substance is constantly moving and 
disappearing, only the flow itself 

The Scales Ficker, like a Tree 
Flitted through Fire (2019) 

4-Channel video installation 
4k, 3’19’’

< Hidden in Tears >



< Hidden in Tears > Exhibition View



Pomegranate and Stars (2019) 
Multi-Channel Video Installation 
4K, Color, Sound 
31'24'', 30’51'' < Hidden in Tears >



Astronauts Doll (2017) 
Single channel video | 10’01’’

"From Lack to Light" is Tang Chao's solo exhibition at Vanguard 
Gallery 2017, which includes a total of 3 video works. 
  



Script: 
When I passed the National Convention Center, I saw a doll 
show, and then I wrote a note on paper: 
Scene 1 
(panoramic / noon) 
A doll who plays astronauts … he needs to follow the work to 
set his own to complete the show - he is out of this setting - he 
lost his job he 
instantly becomes a man who is divorced from social 
attributes. But he did not have time to remove the set of 
simulation clothing, brackets, 
this time his true identity and the dolls he playing overlapped, 
as a agravic performer in the city. 

EXHIBITION VIEW

< From Lack to Light >

STILL

Astronauts Doll (2017) 
Single channel video | 10’01’'



Near the Salt Lake (2017) 
Single channel video | 13’46’’ < From Lack to Light >



The video was taken in an abandoned mine, which is 
overgrown with weeds now. I moved out of here just when my 
memory came into being. I did not directly describe the 
disappearance of this collective life. Instead, I kept all the 
emotions, memories, sounds, and body reactions in the video.

Near the Salt Lake (2017) 
Single channel video | 13’46’’

EXHIBITION VIEW < From Lack to Light >



The three images were shot in the daily life. They are me, my 
girlfriend and my cat. Because we were in different regions 
(Shanghai and Milan), I recorded and simulated cat’s status and 
perspective with its different feelings in time, color and light. 

Three Slices and  
One Life Sample (2017) 

Three-screen installation  
B&w, color, 13’52''

< From Lack to Light >



< From Lack to Light > Exhibition View



By negotiating with the local criminal police and getting involved in 
their work, I completed this long-term project on the photography 
of crime scenes.it constantly guides and levers the logic of the 
criminal police at work, and as two forces are intertwined together, 
photography, which serves as the evidence orthe connection 
between the works, becomes ambiguous. The picture in the video 
was formed into a virtual and real nested structure. I tried to put 
the moisture of the hills, the plight of the young people and the 
complex reality into the structure.

Local Photography 
(2016—) 

Photograph, Video, 13’29’’



< Local Photography > Exhibition View



I exile myself to an amusement park and in the fantasy built by 
a dilemma of modern island. During that time, I recorded the 
equipment running, the vertigo in the game, the experience of 
looking for food and exploring the road at night. Finally, I 
simulated to send a distress signal and was evicted

Refuge Island (2015) 
Single channel video, 15’31''



His recent solo exhibitions include: “Nights after Days”  The 
Store, Seoul, South Korea(2022);  “Nonphysical: Shimmer 
(online project)”, Vanguard gallery, Shanghai, China (2021); 
“From Lack to Light” (2017) took place at Vanguard gallery, 
Shanghai.  

His works were featured in the following group exhibitions:
“Night as Prelude” UCCA Edge, Shanghai, China(2022); “Within 
Space – Time” We Walk Through Images, Glow Shenzhen 2021 – 
Futian, Shenzhen, China (2021); “Emerging Media Artist 
Exhibition Un/Conventional” OCAT Shanghai, China (2020); 
“Play Socieities: wolves, lynx and ants” Hyundai Motorstudio, 
Beijing, China (2020); “In a Half of Maze” CAA Art Museum, 
Hangzhou, China (2019); “Sooner/Later” SNAP, Shanghai, China 
(2019); “Incandescence” BIG SPACE x Chino Gallery, Shanghai, 
China (2019); “The Time That Remains—Room No.6” Grey Cube, 
Goethe Institut China, Beijing, China (2018); “Questioning 
Photography Now”, GCA, Chongqing, China (2018); “Pity Party” 
Sleepcenter, New York, USA (2018); “Indoors Universe”: the 5th 
Huayu Youth Award, Huayu Art Center, Sanya, China (2017);

was born in Hunan, China in 
1990. He graduated from the 
School of Inter-Media Art of 
China Academy of Art in 2014. 
He now lives and works in 
Shanghai.  

Tang Chao
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